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Political Values-10

The belief that your 

children’s lives will 

continue to improve in the 

future is known as



Political Values-20

Also known as capitalism, 

and a free market the goal 

of this political value is 

higher profits for 

entrepreneurs.



Political Values-30
Citizens, not the government, are responsible for their own 

well-being and actions.



Political Values-40

What does the value of 

“equality” mean to 

Americans?



Political Values-50
The political value of “democracy”, 

where “majority rules” and the 

rights of those in the minority are 

protected, is found in our form of 

government known as



Political Spectrum-10

The role you believe 

government should 

play in solving 

problems is known as 

your



Political Spectrum-20

These voters 

• hold a mix of liberal and 

conservative views

• prefer practical solutions 

instead of party “extremes”

• Aka “swing voters”

• Largest group on the political 

diamond



Political Spectrum-30

This ideology/party is liberal on personal choice/moral/civil 

rights issues and conservative on economic/business/gun 

regulation issues and is the fastest growing political party in 

the U.S.



Political Spectrum-40
What is the political ideology of liberals?



Political Spectrum-50
What the political ideology of conservatives?



Constitutional 

Principles-10

To which branch of gov’t did the framers give 

the greatest number of specific powers?  What 

might be some reasons for that?



Constitutional 

Principles-20

“The House of Representative 

shall be composed of 

members chosen every 

second Year by the People” is 

an example of. . .?



Constitutional 

Principles-30

“This Constitution, and the 

laws of the United States 

shall be the supreme low 

of the land” is an example 

of. . .?



Constitutional 

Principles-40

The Supreme Court ruled that _____________ 

can raise and spend UNLIMITED sums of 

money from corporations to advocate 

ANONYMOUSLY for or against political 

candidates.



Constitutional 

Principles-50

“The powers not 

delegated to the United 

States (federal gov’t) by 

the Constitution are 

reserved to the States…” 

is an example of which  

Guiding Principle?



Citizenship-10

According to the 2010 Census, 40 million 

Americans, or _____% were foreign born.



Citizenship-20
What process enables a person to become a 

citizen if they are not born a citizen?



Citizenship-30
What are four requirements 

for naturalization?



Citizenship-40
What is the legal identity of 

someone who

• arrives in U.S. with a legal visa

• may remain indefinitely in the 

U.S. without becoming a citizen

• known as a “resident alien”

• holds a green card documenting 

the right to work in the U.S



Citizenship-50

What are all males living 

legally in the U.S. required by 

law do when they turn 18?



Citizen Power-10

Exercising your power as a citizen is called



Citizen Power-20
What is the #1 priority of political parties?



Citizen Power-30
What 3 things do special interest groups do?



Citizen Power-40
What is an A4 Citizen?



Citizen Power-50
What are 4 websites to help you become an A4 

Citizen and what type of info can you find on each 

site?

• www.votesmart.org

• www.vote.utah.gov

• www.realclearpolitics.com

• www.politifact.com

http://www.votesmart.org/
http://www.vote.utah.gov/
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/
http://www.politifact.com/

